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Abstract—The fast growth of Internet traffic, the growing
importance of cellular accesses and the escalating competition
between content providers and network operators result in a
growing interest in improving network performance and user
experience. In terms of network transport, different solutions
ranging from tuning TCP to installing middleboxes are applied.
It turns out, however, that the practical results sometimes are
disappointing and we believe that poor testing is one of the
reasons for this. Indeed, many cases in the literature limit
testing to the simple and rare use case of a single file download,
while common and complex use cases like web browsing often
are ignored or modelled only by considering smaller files. To
facilitate better testing, we present a set of metrics by which
the complexity around web pages can be characterised and
the potential for different optimisations can be estimated. We
also derive numerical values of these metrics for a small set of
popular web pages and study similarities and differences between
pages with the same kind of content (newspapers, e-commerce
and video) and between pages designed for the same platform
(computer and smartphone).

Index Terms—Performance enhancing proxy, web metrics,
traffic model, flow concurrency, congestion control

I. INTRODUCTION

The increasing importance of internet and mobile web ap-
plications in modern life, together with increasing difficulties
for internet service providers and mobile network operators
to comply with the high demands imposed on them to meet
end-user expectations with steadily decreasing revenues per
byte [1], have made it ever so important to efficiently and cost
effectively develop new web enhancing technologies, such as
Performance Enhancing Proxies (PEPs), and novel Congestion
Control Algorithms (CCAs) specifically targeting web traffic.
However, to succeed in this endeavour, adequate web traffic
metrics are needed which enable the development of realistic
and relevant web traffic models.

A good example showcasing the importance of relevant web
traffic models is wireless PEPs, where TCP versions tailor
made for radio advantageously can be deployed, such as the
mm-wave PEP proposed by Kim et al. [2]. The proxy exploits
and overcomes the high variability in bandwidth of mm-wave
channels in Line-Of-Sight (LOS) and Non-LOS transitions.

We also note that PEPs in many ways are an ideal place
to apply optimisation concepts like temporal sharing (using
recent link state information from previous flows when ini-
tialising successive flows) and ensemble sharing (coupling the
CCAs of concurrent flows). The concepts were defined in [3]
and studied in, e.g. [4], [5], [6], [7]. The latter, when applied in

a PEP, essentially handles a large number of flows with single
objects as a smaller number of flows with multiple objects, i.e.,
we obtain a transmission scheme with object multiplexing as
in SPDY and QUIC. Both concepts rely on the timing of flows
hence traffic models with these aspects included are needed.
We remark that these models should include all traffic when
applied by network operators in PEPs, but that we need to
separate traffic by domain or server when applied by content
providers.

Early work on web traffic metrics and models primarily
focused on static properties such as the distribution of page
and image sizes and URL counts. Bray [8] is an example of
such an early work. He makes an attempt to measure said static
properties; other examples include Arlitt and Williamson [9],
Mah [10], and Cunha [11]. As the web has evolved, later work,
in addition to static properties, also consider temporal proper-
ties, e.g. Barford and Crovella [12], Lee and Gupta [13], and
Smith et al. [14]. More recent work also take into account the
dynamic properties inherent with Web 2.0 technologies such as
AJAX, CSS and JavaScript frameworks: Ihm and Pai [15] and
Pries et al. [16] analyse how web traffic has evolved from static
to more dynamic contents, and its implications for those web
traffic models being used. Related to this work, Butkiewicz et
al. [17] propose metrics more appropriate for Web 2.0 traffic.
Another trend in recent work is an increasing interest in the
characteristics of mobile web traffic, e.g. Johnson, Seeling and
Knox [18], [19] study the characteristics of this traffic and how
it differentiates from computer web traffic.

The focus of this work is PEPs which, besides reducing
round trip times by splitting direct flows (server-client) into
two indirect flows (server–proxy and proxy–client, respec-
tively), can be used as a platform for deploying CCAs which
are tailor-made for the current network. Examples of such
PEPs include the TRL-PEP proposed by Ivanovich et al. [20],
and the more recently proposed mobile network accelerator put
forth by Liu and Lee [21] which enables on-the-fly techniques
to enhance congestion control in mobile networks. Moreover,
recently, Islam et al. [7], suggested a coupled congestion
controller, ctrlTCP, that builds on previous works on ensemble
sharing and coupled congestion control such as Eggert et
al. [4] and Savoric et al. [5], and which is very well suited
for inclusion in a PEP.

The gains from such solutions depend not only on the
properties of single flows but also on their timing relative to
each other. Although there are some work that have studied



methodologies for measuring flow concurrency, e.g. Trammell
and Schatzmann [22], there seem to be few or none that
actually study the metrics of flow concurrency. The major
contribution of this paper is that it proposes metrics that take
into account the inherent transfer concurrency in web traffic at
different levels of granularity: The proposed metrics differen-
tiate between flows that overlap in time but without interfering
with each other, coinciding flows, and flows that both overlap
and interfere with each other, contending flows. Moreover, the
proposed metrics recognise that transfer concurrency in web
transfers exists at several levels of granularity, ranging from
page level all the way down to byte level.

To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed metrics, a
small experiment campaign was conducted and the results
suggest some web traffic characteristics that, as far as we
know, have not yet been revealed. For example, that the
number of coinciding flows often is much larger than the
number of competing flows, thus the overlap of flows does not
seem to imply flow contention; the significantly larger number
of concurrent web transfers generated by the computer version
of a web site as compared to its smartphone version; and, the
unbalance that seems to exist between the number of upstream
and downstream flows generated by smartphone versions of
web sites but not by their computer counterparts.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Sec-
tion II and Section III describe and motivate our proposed
metrics in terms of content characteristics and transfer con-
currency, respectively. To showcase the applicability of these
metrics, we conducted a series of experiments, the results
of which are presented and discussed in Section IV. Finally,
Section V concludes the paper and outlines future work.

II. CONTENT CHARACTERISTICS

The definition of “content” partly depends on the view and
we consider five hierarchically arranged views from page to
byte:

Page includes all content sent to a user as a result of a
request for a web page. We characterise pages in terms of
domains, addresses, flows, packets and bytes.

Domain splits the content by DNS domain names, and
includes all content sent to a user from a particular DNS
domain name as a result of a request for a web page. We
characterise domains in terms of addresses, flows, packets and
bytes.

Address splits the content by IP addresses, and includes all
content sent to a user from a particular IP address as a result of
a request for a web page. We characterise addresses in terms
of flows, packets and bytes.

Flow splits the content by TCP flows, and includes all
content sent to a user over a particular TCP flow as a result
of a request for a web page. We characterise flows in terms
of packets and bytes.

Packet splits the content by packets and includes the content
sent to a user in a packet as a result of a request for a web page.
We keep separate records for each direction and characterise
packets in terms of bytes.

Byte We keep separate records for each direction.
For each view, we count the number of lower view compo-

nents and derive their cumulated probability distributions. That
is, for pages we count domains–bytes, for domains we count
addresses–bytes etc. Comparing to the HTTP archive [23], it
is noted that the latter mainly adopts a page view hence some
but not all of the above metrics are present.

We remark that we do not consider “objects” since they
are not a part of TCP but of HTTP (and would be difficult
or impossible to characterise from packet trace files in the
presence of encryption). It is also noted that the number of
addresses and flows depend not only on the content but also
on policies with respect to, e.g. domain sharding, load sharing
and parallel flows, and that the number of packets may be
impacted by network fragmentation. Our aim is thus to be
able to characterise the complexity of actual content (cf. the
single download) while our numeric results merely constitute
some examples.

III. CONCURRENCY CHARACTERISTICS

Congestion control in TCP is typically constructed to fulfil
two goals, viz. (1) to maximise throughput rates and (2) to
share congested resources. As seen above, web pages consist
of many domains, IP addresses, flows and packets, and the
result is some kind of competition for transmission capacity
and buffer space.

We characterise the competition seen in our experiments in
terms of coinciding flows and contending flows. Coinciding
flows are flows which, at least partly, are in progress at the
same time but which do not necessarily have packets in transit
at the same time. Concurrent flows may thus compete for
resources in stateful middleboxes like PEPs but they need not
compete for transmission resources. Contending flows, on the
other hand, are flows which indeed have packets in transit at
the same time and which thus, at least to some degree, compete
for transmission resources.

We also view concurrency from two points of view. The
page view of flow concurrency means that we consider con-
currency with respect to all flows of a page, while the domain
view only considers concurrency with respect to flows with the
same domain. The former view relates to concurrency at PEPs
(which handle all flows of a page) while the latter view relates
to concurrency at servers (which handle, or could handle, all
flows from a content provider). We also note that exploiting
the latter may impact the former.

Coinciding flows with respect to a tagged flow f are other
flows in progress at the same time as f , and we consider two
metrics, total overlap and average overlap. Fig. 1 depicts four
flows F1–F4 and we can see that F1 overlaps in time with no
other flow while flows F2–F4 to some extent all overlap. with
each other.

We define the duration of a flow as the time between the first
and the last packet (in either direction) and the total overlap
of a flow f , Ot(f), as the total number of flows with which
f overlaps and the average overlap of a flow f , Oa(f), as
the time averaged number of flows with which f overlaps. In
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Fig. 1. Coinciding flows.

Fig. 1 we thus have that, e.g. Ot(F1) = Oa(F1) = 0 and
Ot(F2) = 2 (flows F3 and F4 overlap) while Oa(F2) = 1.4
(one overlapping flow for 60% of the time and two overlapping
flows for 40% of the time).

For both Ot(f) and Oa(f) we compute the mean and the
coefficient of variation (CoV) as well as the most extreme
values, and their Pearson product-moment correlation coef-
ficients (CoC) with respect to the number of packets and
bytes in both directions as well as the arrival (starting) and
departure (ending) times of the flow in absolute terms as
well as relative to the other flows. In more detail the arrival
time of a flow f , ta(f), is defined as the time of the first
packet of f in either direction, the departure time of the same
flow f , td(f), as the time of the last packet of f in either
direction and the relative times are defined as |ta(f)− tc| and
|td(f)− tc| respectively, where tc is the middle point between
the very first arrival time and the very last departure time, i.e.,
tc = [minf (ta(f)) + maxf (td(f))] /2.

Contending flows with respect to a tagged flow f with a set
of packets P are other flows with packets transmitted less than
∆t time units before or after any packet in P . The point is to
capture interaction between flows as seen by the congestion
control algorithm (e.g. a packet of one flow causing delay to
or being delayed by a packet of another flow) hence ∆t may
be related to, e.g. the round trip time (RTT). Fig. 2 depicts
six packets q, r, p, p′, r′ and s related to four flows F1-F4. We
can see that flow F1 consists of two packets p and p′ which
interact with other flows through packets q, r and r′ which
means that flow F1 interacts with flows F2 and F3.

-
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Fig. 2. Contending flows.

We define the set of interacting flows as the set of all flows
with which f interacts and the set of interacting packets as
the set of all packets with which any packet in P interacts,
and denote the cardinalities of these sets by Cf(f) and Cp(f)
respectively. In Fig. 2 we thus have that, e.g. Cf(F1) = 2 (F2
and F3) and Cp(F1) = 3 (q, r and r′).

For both Cf(f) and Cp(f) we compute the mean, the CoV
and the most extreme values of for three typical RTT values
∆t = {10, 30, 100} ms. We also compute the CoC of both
metrics with respect to the number of packets and bytes of f ,
in both directions and in total, as well as to the arrival and
departure times of f in absolute and relative terms.

Finally we remark that all metrics of concurrency above also
depend on the environment: server response times, network de-
lays and drops, browser execution times etc. Similar to above,
our aim is thus to be able to characterise the complexity of
actual concurrency (cf. the single download) while our numeric
results merely constitute some examples. Again comparing to
the HTTP archive [23], it is noted that concurrency aspects
are not treated at all in the latter.

IV. APPLICATIONS
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Fig. 3. The experiment setup.

To demonstrate the usefulness of our proposed metrics, we
selected three different content categories of home pages, viz.
newspapers, e-commerce and video, and for each category we
selected the starting page of the three most popular sites in
Sweden according to Alexa [24]. The sites whose starting
pages were selected are listed in Tab. II.

The experiment setup is depicted in Figure 3 and consisted
of a home network with a 100 Mbps symmetric fibre connec-
tion to the Internet, a WLAN router D-Link DIR-655, a Dell
Latitude E6220 laptop with a Gigabit Ethernet interface and
a wireless adaptor running MS Windows 7 Professional and
“My WiFi router” 3.0, and a smartphone LG Nexus 5X with
Android 7.1.2.

The laptop was connected to the fibre terminal via a router
using Ethernet cables, while the smartphone was connected via
WiFi to the laptop and then via the same router and Ethernet
cables to the fibre terminal. All traffic thus passed through the
laptop, hence all traffic traces could be collected by running
Wireshark on the laptop.

To ensure that our packet traces contained complete pages,
we flushed the content caches prior to each request. Moreover,
to ensure that our packet traces were not contaminated by
irrelevant background traffic several measures were taken.



TABLE I
SUMMARY OF CONTENT CHARACTERISTICS OVER ALL PAGES.

Domains Addresses Flows Packets Down Packets Up Bytes Down Bytes Up

C
om

puter

Page 75.711 79.389 236.500 4098.200 893.700 4996481.056 331361.044
0.838 0.857 1.035 0.971 0.982 1.020 1.148

Domain —- 1.049 3.124 54.129 11.804 65994.026 4376.650
—- 0.310 3.312 6.435 2.616 7.240 3.798

Address —- —- 2.979 51.622 11.257 62936.780 4173.897
—- —- 2.439 6.585 2.303 7.414 3.029

Flow —- —- —- 17.329 3.779 21126.770 1401.104
—- —- —- 8.691 2.071 9.796 2.962

Packet —- —- —- —- —- 1219.189 370.774
—- —- —- —- —- 0.382 1.405

Sm
artphone

Page 45.522 47.900 181.011 5095.022 772.389 6446830.922 243998.300
0.809 0.802 0.803 1.225 0.701 1.280 0.703

Domain —- 1.052 3.976 111.924 16.967 141619.425 5359.982
—- 0.251 1.564 9.091 3.310 9.683 2.276

Address —- —- 3.779 106.368 16.125 134589.372 5093.910
—- —- 1.531 9.325 3.371 9.932 2.241

Flow —- —- —- 28.148 4.267 35615.664 1347.974
—- —- —- 17.614 5.910 18.768 2.831

Packet —- —- —- —- —- 1265.319 315.901
—- —- —- —- —- 0.325 1.066

TABLE II
SELECTED SITES BY CATEGORY.

Newspapers E-commerce Video
aftonbladet.se ebay.com youtube.com
expressen.se tradera.com svtplay.se
dn.se blocket.se/malmo dailymotion.com

First, we minimised the number of background applications
(like Windows update). Second, we defined “relevant time
intervals” from just before the download request to just after
the rendering was completed, marked these events in our traces
by ping messages, and then ignored all traffic but TCP flows
set up and closed down within this interval. Third, we flushed
the client DNS caches prior to each request, and then ignored
all traffic with IP addresses other than those obtained by DNS
requests during the relevant time interval.

The resulting traces where run through a specially writ-
ten programme that reads pcap files, detects ping messages,
reads DNS messages, identifies and follows TCP flows and
computes the various metrics of interest regarding content and
concurrency as detailed above.

A. Categorisation

To begin with, we examined whether the sites in the
three studied content categories have the same content and
concurrency characteristics. To this end, we applied a K-means
clustering to both data sets, and the results for K = 3,
corresponding to our three categories, are summarised in
Tab. III.

The clusters on content are based on the seven metrics
for pages (number of domains, addresses, flows, downstream
packets and bytes, and upstream packets and bytes) while the
clusters on concurrency are based on the two metrics for flow-
packet concurrency (number of flows and number of packets).
In a first attempt, we only used averages (red, green and blue
in Tab. III), and, in a second attempt, we added the CoVs

TABLE III
CLUSTERING OF CONTENT AND CONCURRENCY.

Site Content Concurrency
name Computer Phone Computer Phone
aftonbladet.se 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
expressen.se 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1
dn.se 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
ebay.com 3 3 1 1 2 2 1 1
tradera.com 3 3 1 1 1 1 2 2
blocket.se/malmo 3 3 1 1 1 1 1 1
youtube.com 3 3 3 3 1 1 2 2
svtplay.se 3 3 1 1 3 3 3 3
dailymotion.se 3 3 2 2 1 1 2 2
Expl. var. 95.4% 97.3% 96.0% 99.6%

(cyan, magenta and yellow in Tab. III). The last row gives
the percentages of the total variance that can be explained by
the clusters. It is seen that the clusters captured most of the
variance, but that they were different, and that neither of them
followed the manually defined categories. We thus conclude
that page grouping by content category is not meaningful from
a modelling perspective, and henceforth ignore the notion of
categories.

B. Content

Next, we examined the content characteristics of all sites,
irrespective of content category; we investigated whether there
were significant differences between computer and smartphone
versions of web sites, and whether the same content charac-
teristics held true at several levels of granularity.

Tab. I shows a summary of the page content characteristics
in terms of averages (upper entry) and CoVs (lower entry)
over all downloads of the selected pages. It is seen that
there were significant differences between the versions aimed
at computers and smartphones. First, computer versions had
more domains, addresses, flows and upstream data (packets



and bytes) whereas, somewhat surprisingly, smartphone ver-
sions had more downstream data (packets and bytes). From
the per-page data (not shown), it follows that this “anomaly”
partly was an effect of the very large smartphone versions
of YouTube and DailyMotion (video), but that the same
relationship also applied to Expressen (newspaper) and Ebay
(e-commerce). Second, comparing downloaded to uploaded
data, we note that computer versions were more balanced
than smartphone versions; each uploaded packet (byte) cor-
responded to 4.5 downloaded packets (15 downloaded bytes)
for computer versions, and to 6.5 downloaded packets (26
downloaded bytes) for smartphone versions. While this order
of balance may seem natural, the per-page data reveals large
variations, and that the opposite order applies to four of
the pages: Aftonbladet (newspaper), Blocket and Tradera (e-
commerce) and SVT (video). It is also seen that many of the
CoVs were large or very large. Noting that none of our metrics
can take negative values, it is clear that the large CoVs indicate
the existence of some very large values.

C. Concurrency

Finally, we examined the concurrency characteristics of all
sites. In the same way as was done in Section IV-B, we studied
the differences between computer and smartphone versions of
web sites, and whether the same concurrency characteristics
were seen at different levels of granularity.

We start by considering the potential concurrency for an
arbitrary flow f related to an arbitrary page p and an arbitrary
domain d; with Mp flows related to p, we have Mp flows all
of which have a potential page concurrency of Mp − 1 and,
similarly, with Nd flows related to d, we have Nd flows all of
which have a potential domain concurrency of Nd − 1.

The results from our experiments are given in Tab. IV. It is
seen that the potential concurrency was considerable and that
it was larger for computer than for smartphone versions. We
also note that the variations were considerable and was more
pronounced when limiting the scope to domains.

TABLE IV
POTENTIAL FLOW CONCURRENCY OVER ALL PAGES.

Mean CoV Max.

Computer Page 486.246 0.876 1696
Dom. 36.369 3.776 747

Smartph. Page 295.585 0.432 482
Dom. 12.696 1.432 89

Next, we considered observed concurrency, and our first
metric, flow coincidence, which captures overlap in time.
Tab. V gives the results from our experiments, in terms of
cumulated total Ot and time average Oa, for all flows of a
page and for all flows from the same domain.

It is seen that the number of coinciding flows was con-
siderably larger for computer versions than for smartphone
versions, and that the number of overlapping flows in both
cases were large. We also note that the total overlaps were
considerably larger than the averaged ones. It is emphasised
that our findings have direct implications on the memory

requirements in PEPs and other stateful middleboxees and we
note that the results suggest that the prevalence of different
terminals (computers or smartphones) has a significant im-
pact, and that even single pages can consume considerable
resources.

TABLE V
FLOW COINCIDENCES OVER ALL PAGES.

Mean CoV Max.

C
om

puter

Page

Ot 185.0 0.847 1572
Oa 108.5 57.59 292

D
om

.

Ot 4.751 1.476 101
Oa 3.420 4.933 39

Sm
artph.

Page

Ot 26.99 0.771 473
Oa 14.21 5.106 30

D
om

.
Ot 2.827 1.320 45
Oa 1.950 2.649 20

We now continue with the second metric, flow contention,
which captures packet interaction.

TABLE VI
FLOW CONTENTION OVER ALL PAGES; PER DIRECTION.

∆t Down Up
(ms) Mean CoV Max. Mean CoV Max.

C
om

puter

Page

10 8.394 1.205 383 14.59 1.369 737
30 16.01 1.168 648 23.12 1.255 969
100 30.59 1.152 1011 38.98 1.145 1212

D
om

.

10 1.990 1.383 29 2.367 1.361 32
30 2.332 1.370 31 2.741 1.331 35
100 2.831 1.394 36 3.301 1.354 44

Sm
artphone

Page

10 6.236 0.829 64 12.08 0.670 97
30 10.41 0.720 84 15.01 0.647 97
100 15.07 0.659 97 18.29 0.610 100

D
om

.

10 1.744 1.492 23 2.171 1.407 31
30 2.019 1.432 27 2.383 1.344 37
100 2.270 1.377 36 2.639 1.295 41

Tab. VI shows the number of contending flows per direction,
and it is seen that the number of coinciding flows typically
was much higher than the number of contending flows, i.e.,
that overlap in time did not necessarily imply competition for
resources, and that this difference was much more pronounced
for computers than for smartphones. To see this, note that the
average flow coincidence for a computer web page amounts
to 185.0 flows in total (Tab. V) whereas the average flow
contention with ∆t = 30 ms only amounts to 16.01 flows
on the downlink and 23.12 flows on the uplink (Tab. VI), i.e.
the contention is about about 10% of the coincidence. For
smartphones the corresponding numbers are 26.99 coinciding
flows compared to 10.41 and 15.01 contending flows in
the two directions respectively, i.e. the contention is about
about 50% of the coincidence. These results have have direct
implications on ensemble sharing, which only is applicable
to simultaneously active flows, and the results confirm that
such technologies can be applied per end user both on entire
pages (in PEPs) and on domain specific content (in servers).
We also note that the significant concurrency is an important
aspect of web traffic models for PEPs (and other performance
enhancing solutions) since possible improvements (from, e.g.
reducing round trip times) could be significant for single flows



but may vanish for web pages (because of, e.g. congestion in
one or both directions).

V. CONCLUSIONS

As seen from the reams of proposals for novel web enhanc-
ing technologies such as improved CCAs and advanced PEPs,
improving web performance indeed is a challenging problem.
This paper argues that a big obstacle is the lack of adequate
web traffic metrics, and, as a consequence of this, a lack of
relevant web traffic models beyond flow size. To this end we
add, e.g., domain count to study the impact of DNS lookups
and possible PEP caching, address count to study the impact
of PEP TCP persistence policies, flow count to study the need
for PEPs to open and close flows etc.

In particular, this paper also points to the lack of easy-to-use,
yet relevant, metrics that reflect the concurrency characteristics
of web traffic. To this end we explicitly differentiate between
coincidence (which impacts, e.g., memory requirements in
PEPs) and contention (which impacts, e.g., ensemble sharing
in PEPs).

Finally, it is noted that both content and currency must be
taken into account for PEPs to improve performance. That
is, support for aggressive behaviour is useful for cases of
underload, e.g., inflating the congestion window for single file
transfers, whereas support for cautious behaviour is useful in
cases of overload, e.g., reducing spurious timeouts for multiple
file transfers in parallel.

To showcase the use of these metrics, a small experiment
campaign was conducted. The results provide some novel
insights, e.g. that smartphone-adapted web pages often en-
compass more data in terms of packets and bytes than the
corresponding web pages for computers; that there is not
always a strong correlation between the number of domains
involved in the access of a web site and the total volume
of traffic; that flow concurrency depends on if it is defined
as coinciding flows or contending flows; that the number
of coinciding flows depends on the terminal (computer or
smartphone) and can be very large even for single pages; that
the number of contending flows is less sensitive to the type of
terminal and significantly smaller; and, finally, that clustering
based on our metrics of content and concurrency does not
result in distinct clusters for newspapers, e-commerce or video.

To further elaborate on these insights, more extensive ex-
periment campaigns in different environments are planned.
Future work will also consider ways to leverage the web
traffic metrics in this paper in the design of web enhancing
technologies such as PEPs and CCAs.
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